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About This Game

This game is currently a Beta in Early Access and may not contain all of the features listed here yet, or they may be
only partially implemented as place-holders. There will be some bugs and missing content. The ending sequences are
currently missing and a WIP. More features and assets will be added as development progresses! Also, this game is

very challenging, and shouldn't be purchased unless you enjoy a challenge.

Escape: Sierra Leone is a single-player exploration-based survival first-person game. Focused around complete freedom and
interacting with a vibrant world, it takes place on an island chain based loosely off of the real life Banana Islands, along the coast

of Sierra Leone. There are approximately 21 square kilometers of terrain to explore, fight, survive and escape from. You start
with no weapons, no supplies, no idea of where to go – getting those is up to you. No magic quest arrows pointing where to go,

no forced objectives or missions.

Set during the 1997 civil war, the main antagonists are the Revolutionary United Front, a notorious group rebelling against the
government. The RUF have occupied the Banana Islands and are on a hunt for diamonds; recruiting who they can and killing,

maiming, or enslaving those they can't.

You play as a civilian trying to escape the island. Throughout the game, you are forced to make a series of choices that will
eventually lead to you making your escape. Everything from how to approach your attempted escape, to how you interact with

other people can have an affect on how everything plays out in the end. The game is totally open and you are never given
"quests" or "objectives" beyond simply escaping. You may have encounters during the game in which you are asked to help

someone. These are completely open, you can fulfill their request, or simply ignore them, or even kill them, if you wish.
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In the 1.0 release, there are at least four methods of escape, and a minimum of 8 different endings that are influenced by
choices you make throughout the game. Both of those numbers are likely to rise as development progresses. A compact and
simple inventory system will make you think about what food, ammo, guns, or items you want to carry. Combat, while not

mandatory in any way, is fairly realistic and very brutal. Each bullet hit or wound causes an appropriate animation and sound
effect, for both NPCs and the player.

Key Features:

Seamlessly scavenge the entire island for supplies you need to survive, from a banana to an AK-47. No invisible walls or
loading screens.

Engage in immersive and realistic combat... or don't, if you're the sneaky type.

Around 21 square kilometers of hand-painted landscape and vegetation gives you a ton of area to explore.

Using a simple and intuitive 12 slot inventory system, make the hard call on which items to keep and which to leave
behind.

Realistic bullet physics that factors in gravity, wind, and speed into every individual round – all of which can effect
penetration, damage dealt, and accuracy.

Death comes in more forms than bullets; avoid disease, dehydration, starvation, car crashes, wildlife, and falls.

24 hour day/night cycle with a weather system that includes rain of varying strengths, wind, and a 28-phase moon cycle.

Discover and protect safehouses, they are your only chance to save your game and serve as a good spot to stockpile
supplies or clean weapons.

Find and fuel different kinds of vehicles, from a diesel powered truck to a gas powered motorboat. Walking won't get
you anywhere fast!

Interact with the environment; from picking a lock, to opening a door, to cooking food on a campfire, to chasing a
school of fish, to hunting the local wildlife, there are many ways you are involved in the dynamic world around you.

Get lost in the thick jungle, or stroll around the sweeping beaches.

Detailed weapon handling including loading and unloading loose rounds into magazines, cleaning your gun, clearing
jams, and the option to "quick reload," which drops your old mag on the ground, but reloads faster.

Explore an unforgiving, although deceptively pretty island. Never forget how easily the island can and will kill.

Hand placed loot allows for a logical placement of items, instead of leaving it up to a random spawning system.

No hand-holding or magical GPS-like maps or arrows to push you to success, it's all you!

Very limited HUD and a focus on immersion and realism. The HUD is only visible when you prompt it to appear.
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Title: Escape: Sierra Leone
Genre: Adventure, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Reborn Games Inc.
Publisher:
Reborn Games Inc.
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: X64 Windows 7, 8, or 10

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.6 GHz or faster

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 760

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

Additional Notes: System requirements are high in early access, but should come down with time. Nivida cards seem to
perform much better than their counterpart AMD cards. Linux, Mac, and 32 bit OS will be supported at a later date.

English
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Funny little game to spend a few minutes now and then. Success within the time limit depends a lot on being lucky enough to get
a decent drive early on.

Replay value is somewhat limited after a few rounds.. Finally a good game !
Thanks you for this !!. Greate game, awesome to show How VR could work, Maybe a full release game like this one day?.
There is 0 players.... Listen to me all of you ♥♥♥♥ing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ who buy this game, I refunded this game and it still let me
play it, now one night when i wasnt playing anything i accidentaly got in the ♥♥♥♥ing game, it started lagging then i left the
game and now every ♥♥♥♥ing game i have is now lagging and i have i7 GTX 960 and its brand new! ♥♥♥♥ YOU YOU
RUSSIAN ♥♥♥♥♥ES you ♥♥♥♥ed my computer. Bought this full-price but it's all cool though. I would love to support IFI
;). Isssa good boi!
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Fun, but tense. Excellent difficulty balance - although the difficulty ramps up quite quickly, but perserverence will get you
through. Eventually.

Everything looks beautiful and the game is loads of fun to play.. it's a nice little game, and for these price, is almost wrong not
buy it =). May 2019: Chances are you are seeing commercials of this for the switch, and thinking "Wow this looks amazing! I
hope it's on Steam!". And it is.

This is a sim game. Where you level your stats, build a character and try and meet social goals. The pixel art is fantastic, the
music is excellent. The English translation is great. Without spoilers, the goal of this game is a build-up to a message about you
the player and Ringo the character. The ending may be frustrating but it is, in my opinion a good one. But due to the amount of
time and effort put required for getting there, combined with the many, many bugs this game has in it still, I would not
recommend this game.

I must also add that there is little documentation out there about this game. If you want to to look up "How do i do this..." there
is a strong chance nothing will be available for it.

Buy at your own discretion.. Pros-
good gameplay
get to draw whatever you want as the two characters

Cons-
very short

EDIT: another con is that u cannot delete game progress
if there id a fix plz tell me. Feels almost like a mobile game app, but so much bigger! Adorable graphics and characters, great
dialog, easy to pick up immediately, and a great deal of fun. My toddler also loves sitting with me and playing it together, very
family friendly.. This product is a scam. Bought it years ago, no updates, not playable, just a pile of buggy code. Keeps you
hands off.... Interesting and challenging puzzle game. This reminds me of society.. This is an emulated 'port' of the ps1 version
of the game under some new 'Console Classics' branding\/publisher. (while troubleshooting, Steam even claimed that I was
playing 'Ten Pin Alley' so perhaps that's a hint at their future intentions with said branding)

The music, thankfully, seems fully intact but the aspect ratio is set to 16:9 in fullscreen and thus stretched if you aren't playing
windowed. All of the buttons use the original PlayStation icons and it wouldn't surpise me to find that the save files are
compatible with existing ps1 emulators. (or can be converted)

The resolution options are extremely limited: 320p, 480p, 720p, and 1080p.

At this price I'd still recommend the game but just know that it's a very obvious ps1 port, needs some serious patching, and that
you'd probably be better served by just emulating it or purchasing it on PSN for the PS3.

*Updated to reflect that 1080p now works.
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